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Investing  
in Agriculture

Word of 
mouth is very 
powerful  
in the 
farming 
community

Matthew Corbett, Partner for Agriculture at Fiera Comox Partners sits 
down with Room151 to examine why the firm’s equity partnership 
model for agriculture offers investment opportunities for the LGPS.

A big challenge for investors in 
conventional assets is that the 
negative correlation between 
bonds and equities no longer 
stands. To what extent can 
investing in agriculture offer 
portfolio diversification? 

This is one of the primary benefits of 
investing in agriculture, you have a limited 
relationship with any public market asset 

class, whether it be stocks or bonds. It even 
provides additional diversification with other 
real assets. So beyond having a minimal 
correlation with public markets, it also has 
a minimal correlation with assets like real 
estate, infrastructure or even timberland.

For investors that have sophisticated 
portfolio allocations such as LGPS 
investors that include significant real 
asset exposure, they can still capture 
diversification benefits by being 
invested in agriculture. 
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Agriculture itself is often perceived as a risky 
asset class due to the volatility of international 
commodity markets and exposure to climate 
risks. How do you position your portfolio to 
protect against these challenges? 

The primary mitigant to these risks is diversification. At the 
individual farm level there can be year-over-year volatility in 
cashflow but if you have a very broad basket of agricultural 
exposure that extends across multiple countries, sectors, regions 
and end markets, that diversification helps reduce the volatility 
around commodity prices and weather significantly. In fact, for a 
diversified portfolio of agriculture you tend to see a stable cash 
yield and total returns.

Also, keep in mind that the key value at risk is land and the actual 
value of that land is stable over time even through periods of 
volatility in commodity prices and weather. For a diversified basket 
of farmland, particularly high-quality farmland this will tend to be 
quite stable in value. The downside risk of a diversified portfolio of 
agriculture is quite limited.

Can you give some examples of countries or 
regions in your portfolio?

Yes, we are focused on the developed world. We think that 
agriculture is a very nascent asset class where we can capture very 
interesting risk-adjusted returns in the developed world and this 
is where we have always focused. Our primary regions are the US, 
Australia, New Zealand, Western Europe and Canada.

And you also diversify by crop?

Absolutely, that is critical for an institutional grade portfolio to be 
diversified across a range of row crops and permanent crops and 
protein. A lot of row crops tend to be nearly one to one correlated 
with each other so it is very important to be exposed to other crop 
types. For example, there is limited correlation between the prices 
for cherries, olive oil and wheat and from a diversification point of 
view, it is beneficial that these prices have a limited relationship 
with each other. Our fund is currently exposed to 15 different 
commodities, which is a very broad basket of food and fibre.1

How do you source these farmers you invest with?

The sourcing mechanism for many of our partnerships is word of 
mouth through the farming community, farmers introducing us to 
farmers. The model that we offer to farmers is unique. We are not 
simply trying to buy their assets and rent them back. We’re not 
trying to do corporate farming where we take 100% control. We are 
really setting up true joint ventures with local top-tier farmers. Our 
investments are typically injections of capital into going concern 
farming businesses where the incumbent farmer is rolling their 
equity and continues to run the business on a day-to-day basis. 

Farmers are very independent, entrepreneurial people this is why 
the equity partnership model we use has worked so well. Farmers 
don’t want to be employees of a financial organisation; they want 
to be owners of the land they work every day. 

With our model, they are not taking chips off the table, they are 
not being bought out, they continue to run the business on a 
day-to-day basis, they continue to be invested, the name and 
the face of the business does not change, but it is well positioned 
for growth. And that is the primary reason a lot of the farmers 
are partnering with us, we have built a lot of successful farming 
businesses alongside our partners. And word of mouth is very 
powerful in the farming community. 

Why do you operate with an open-ended 
fund structure?

This goes hand in hand with our long-term mindset as investors. 
We have a single fund, it is an open-ended perpetual vehicle so 
we can raise capital and pace the intake with the deployment 
opportunities we see in front of us. 

This allows us to have our investors committed and deployed in a 
relatively efficient time frame. A lot of investors in the asset class 
are struggling to be left in commitment queues for years before 
their capital is deployed. Most of our investors are fully deployed 
within 6 to 12 months. 

In addition, the asset class lends itself favourably to investors with 
a long-term mindset and the perpetual structure provides us with 
the runway to build scale and improve the underlying operations 
through capital development projects. 
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Also, open-ended structures align with the circumstances of 
some investors. We believe this is clearly the case for many LGPS 
investors. Contributions from employees and employers, scheme 
wide, are often not keeping pace with benefit payments and 
therefore there is an increasing need for LGPS Funds to utilise 
investment income to support the payment of benefits. An open-
ended structure can provide reliable ongoing income and therefore 
is very well suited to assisting LGPS Funds to make the payments 
due to pensioners and other beneficiaries.

To what extent are you also investing in making 
the farms themselves sustainable?

More sustainable farming goes hand in hand with better risk 
adjusted investment returns. 

Sustainability is a core focus, we are trying to drive a lot of 
efficiency projects across our farming projects making sure we are 
not wasting any resource we have access to, making sure we are 
reducing our environmental footprint where we can. 

A lot of our capital development projects have a two-pronged 
benefit which should be a good sustainability outcome but also a 
good economic return.

In agriculture, many operators don’t have access to this 
technology and they don’t have access to the necessary capital. 
Since we do, we can manifest modern, sustainable farming 
practices. We can utilise the latest technology and support our 
high-quality farming partners to farm better. 

What are some examples of that?

For example, in our row-cropping operations, we are now mostly 
using camera sprayers which is an implement that is less commonly 
used in agriculture because of its high upfront costs versus the 
traditional means of application. By employing camera sprayers, 
we incur a higher upfront cost but in return we can reduce our 
pesticide usage significantly. That has a significant environmental 
benefit as well as benefiting our operating expenditure.

By the end of the next decade, the world’s 
population is expected to hit 9 billion, meanwhile 
climate change is already wreaking havoc on 
crops around the world. What could sustainable 
agriculture for the future look like?

Many of the solutions are already here, often they have already 
been here for decades. It is simply a matter of them being rolled 
out across a broader spectrum of agricultural production.

I have no concerns that the world’s farmers will continue to 
be able to produce more food over time when faced with that 
challenge. No doubt, climate change will make their job more 
difficult but if there is one thing that farmers have consistently 
shown, it is the ability to produce more food when they are 
demanded to. There are ample available means farmers can use to 
improve yields, reduce volatility and increase total production. 

Farmers will be able to do that with the same agricultural footprint 
we have today, if not a smaller one but this will come down to costs. 

As you increase the demands on farmland you can and will produce 
more food, but it will often come at a higher cost over time, the 
production of more food will require more investment. 

Matthew Corbett, MBA, BSc

Partner, Agriculture, Fiera Comox
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Important Disclosure

Fiera Capital Corporation (“Fiera Capital”) is a global independent asset 
management firm that delivers customized multi-asset solutions across 
traditional and alternative asset classes to institutional, retail and private wealth 
clients across North America, Europe and key markets in Asia. Fiera Capital trades 
under the ticker FSZ on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Each affiliated entity (each 
an “Affiliate”) of Fiera Capital only provides investment advisory or investment 
management services or offers investment funds in the jurisdictions where the 
Affiliate and/or the relevant product is registered or authorized to provide services 
pursuant to an exemption from registration.

This document is strictly confidential and for discussion purposes only. Its 
contents must not be disclosed or redistributed directly or indirectly, to any 
party other than the person to whom it has been delivered and that person’s 
professional advisers.

The information presented in this document, in whole or in part, is not 
investment, tax, legal or other advice, nor does it consider the investment 
objectives or financial circumstances of any investor.

Fiera Capital and its Affiliates reasonably believe that this document contains 
accurate information as at the date of publication; however, no representation 
is made that the information is accurate or complete and it may not be relied 
upon. Fiera Capital and its Affiliates will accept no liability arising from the use of 
this document.

Fiera Capital and its Affiliates do not make recommendations to buy or sell 
securities or investments in marketing materials. Dealing and/or advising services 
are only offered to qualified investors pursuant to applicable securities laws in 
each jurisdiction.

Past performance of any fund, strategy or investment is not an indication 
or guarantee of future results. Performance information assumes the 
reinvestment of all investment income and distributions and does not 
account for any fees or income taxes paid by the investor. All investments 
have the potential for loss. Target returns are forward-looking, do not 
represent actual performance, there is no guarantee that such performance 
will be achieved, and actual results may vary substantially.

This document may contain “forward-looking statements” which reflect the 
current expectations of Fiera Capital and/or its Affiliates. These statements reflect 
current beliefs, expectations and assumptions with respect to future events 
and are based on information currently available. Although based upon what 
Fiera Capital and its affiliates believe to be reasonable assumptions, there is no 
guarantee that actual results, performance, or achievements will be consistent 
with these forward-looking statements. There is no obligation for Fiera Capital 
and/or its Affiliates to update or alter any forward-looking statements, whether as 
a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Strategy data such as ratios and other measures which may be presented herein 
are for reference only and may be used by prospective investors to evaluate and 
compare the strategy. Other metrics are available and should be considered prior 
to investment as those provided herein are the subjective choice of the manager. 
The weighting of such subjective factors in a different manner would likely lead to 
different conclusions.

Strategy details, including holdings and exposure data, as well as other 
characteristics, are as of the date noted and subject to change. Specific holdings 
identified are not representative of all holdings and it should not be assumed that 
the holdings identified were or will be profitable.

Certain fund or strategy performance and characteristics may be compared 
with those of well-known and widely recognized indices. Holdings may differ 
significantly from the securities that comprise the representative index. It is 
not possible to invest directly in an index. Investors pursuing a strategy like an 
index may experience higher or lower returns and will bear the cost of fees and 
expenses that will reduce returns, whereas an index does not. Generally, an index 
that is used to compare performance of a fund or strategy, as applicable, is the 
closest aligned regarding composition, volatility, or other factors.

Every investment is subject to various risks and such risks should be carefully 
considered by prospective investors before they make any investment decision. 
No investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns 
or eliminate risk in every market environment. Each investor should read all 

related constating documents and/or consult their own advisors as to legal, tax, 
accounting, regulatory, and related matters prior to making an investment.

The ESG or impact goals, commitments, incentives and initiatives outlined in this 
document are purely voluntary, may have limited impact on investment decisions 
and/or the management of investments and do not constitute a guarantee, 
promise or commitment regarding actual or potential positive impacts or 
outcomes associated with investments made by funds managed by the firm. The 
firm has established, and may in the future establish, certain ESG or impact goals, 
commitments, incentives and initiatives, including but not limited to those relating 
to diversity, equity and inclusion and greenhouse gas emissions reductions. Any 
ESG or impact goals, commitments, incentives and initiatives referenced in any 
information, reporting or disclosures published by the firm are not being promoted 
and do not bind any investment decisions made in respect of, or stewardship of, 
any funds managed by the firm for the purposes of Article 8 of Regulation (EU) 
2019/2088 on sustainability-related disclosures, in the financial services sector. 
Any measures implemented in respect of such ESG or impact goals, commitments, 
incentives and initiatives may not be immediately applicable to the investments 
of any funds managed by the firm and any implementation can be overridden 
or ignored at the sole discretion of the firm. There can be no assurance that ESG 
policies and procedures as described herein, including policies and procedures 
related to responsible investment or the application of ESG-related criteria or 
reviews to the investment process will continue; such policies and procedures 
could change, even materially, or may not be applied to a particular investment.

United Kingdom: This document is issued by Fiera Capital (UK) Limited, an 
affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation, which is authorized and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. Fiera Capital (UK) Limited is registered with the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as investment adviser. Registration 
with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

United Kingdom – Fiera Real Estate UK: This document is issued by Fiera Real 
Estate Investors UK Limited, an affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation, which is 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

European Economic Area (EEA): This document is issued by Fiera 
Capital (Germany) GmbH (“Fiera Germany”), an affiliate of Fiera Capital 
Corporation, which is authorized and regulated by the Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin).

United States: This document is issued by Fiera Capital Inc. (“Fiera U.S.A.”), an 
affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation. Fiera U.S.A. is an investment adviser based in 
New York City registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). 
Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

United States - Fiera Infrastructure: This document is issued by Fiera 
Infrastructure Inc. (“Fiera Infrastructure”), an affiliate of Fiera Capital 
Corporation. Fiera Infrastructure is registered as an exempt reporting adviser with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Registration with the SEC does 
not imply a certain level of skill or training.

Canada

Fiera Real Estate Investments Limited (“Fiera Real Estate”), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Fiera Capital Corporation is an investment manager of real estate 
through a range of investments funds.

Fiera Infrastructure Inc. (“Fiera Infra”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation is a leading global mid-market direct infrastructure investor 
operating across all subsectors of the infrastructure asset class.

Fiera Comox Partners Inc. (“Fiera Comox”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation is a global investment manager that manages private alternative 
strategies in Private Credit, Agriculture and Private Equity.

Fiera Private Debt Inc. (“Fiera Private Debt”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation provides innovative investment solutions to a wide range of investors 
through two distinct private debt strategies: corporate debt and infrastructure debt.

Please find an overview of registrations of Fiera Capital Corporation and certain of 
its subsidiaries here: https://www.fieracapital.com/en/registrations-and-exemptions

1 There is no guarantee that investment decisions will be profitable. Specific 
investment advice references provided in this interview are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not necessarily representative of investments that will be 
made in the future.
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